Dosbarth Maple Homework Grid

Languages, Literacy and Communication

News Night

Could: Write a newspaper report about the events of the Great Fire of London.
Should: Film a news report about the events of the Great Fire of London.
Must: Write 3 facts about the Great Fire of London.

Mathematics and Numeracy

How long?

Could: Create a timeline from when the fire began to when it was put out.
Should: Calculate how many hours the fire lasted for.
Must: Find out how many days the fire lasted for.

Health and Wellbeing

The dangers of fire

Could: Create a video for younger children about the dangers of fire.
Should: Create a poster warning others of the risks of fire.
Must: Think about who could help if you discovered a fire.

Arts

The streets of London

Could: Create the Bakery where the Great Fire of London started.
Should: Use a shoebox to create a scene from a London street from the 1600's.
Must: Plan and draw a London street from the 1600's.

Science and Technology

Melting madness

Could: Write a set of instructions to tell somebody how you make rice crispy cakes.
Should: Describe what happens when you melt ice or chocolate.
Must: Name 3 things that can melt.

Humanities

Life in the 1600's

Could: Create a menu for a 1600’s banquet.
Should: Research what food people ate in the 1600’s.
Must: List as many different jobs that people had in the 1600’s.

Please spend quality time with your child completing some activities on this grid. There are 6 activities in total to work through; we expect your child to complete at least 3 by 14th February 2020. All activities have 3 'layers' that learners can choose to complete. For example they can choose the must, should or could statement for each activity—or even complete them all!